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The Virus is a creative arts magazine pub-
lication produced by a collective of 7th 
graders at the International Bilingual 
School in Hsinchu-Science-Park under the 
guidance and direction of Mr. Stephen Cra-
vak. The Virus is funded and operated by 
parents and is not officially affiliated 
with the International Bilingual School at 
Hsinchu-Science-Park. Concerns and inqui-
ries should be sent to MrCravak@gmail.com.
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Justin Chen hails from San Jose, California, USA. He enjoys watching baseball, playing random games on ninjakiwi.com, writing weird stories, and thoughtless-ly running around. He has a mom, a dad, a sister, and most importantly, himself. Justin is a very nice guy who is usually happy, but is easily annoyed by specif-ic teachers, frozen computers, and people who think cats are better than dogs. Justin is currently trapped in a room with a fish tank, Cheetos, a Mac, Skittles, video games, and Mr. Cravak. He is waiting very patiently for rescue and hopes to start writing “ream” pieces of work.

Justin Chen
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Claire Fang
Claire Fang was born in Northern California but she currently lives in Hsinchu, Taiwan. She considers her-self a true Bostonian, despite her utter lack of enthusi-asm for the Red Sox and hatred of the cold. Although her ancestors are all Chinese, she has little knowl-edge of their culture (other than their food) and en-joys reading classical Western literature, such as the Canterbury Tales and A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court; as well as trending young adult series; examples including The Hunger Games and the Percy Jackson books. She has an inordinate fondness with fire and other glowy things, and likes hot food and cold drinks no matter what the season. Even though her favorite movies often include action scenes, her P.E. grades are dismal and she is one of the worst ath-letes in her class. Nevertheless, one of her main goals for the future is learning kung fu, along with becom-ing a successful author and beating her father at Go.



Ben Zhang was born in Los Angeles: 

the city of the stars. He now lives in the 

mysterious island country known as 

Taiwan. He enjoys destroying his op-

ponents while playing video games, 

hanging out with his famous friends, 

and deafening other people’s ears 

while playing the piano. Ben hopes to 

one day feel the wind streaming ac-

cross his face while rocketing down 

from the sky like a flaming mete-

or while skydiving. He loves to ride 

things that have people screaming 

their lungs off, such as roller coasters. 

Ben Zhang

My name is Leo Sun. I was born on 

June 25, 2001. I was born in Columbus, 

Ohio. I moved to Auburn , Alabama 

when I was 14 months. I lived in Au-

burn for 8 years before we moved to 

Taiwan. For the first 6 months in Tai-

wan, my family and I were living with 

my grandma. Afterwards, we moved 

to Hsinchu, bought an apartment and 

found a school to attend. When I first 

came to IBSH, I was in fourth grade. 

After fourth grade, I was so smart 

that i skipped a grade and went back 

to America where I lived in a des-

ert for fifty years. Now I live with my 

gecko, Jeckel and my dog, Brownie.

Leo Sun

STAFF BIOS



Jacob Chen was born on Mars and moved to Earth in a wood-en boat. He has the rare talent of being able to put himself in a video game. He is cur-rently in Terraria fighting the Eye of Cthulhu. Jacob also writes magazines unwilling-ly for his master Craviculous.

Jacob Chen

Matthew Lin is made in Taiwan.In the age of 6 he moved to Chi-na, he was white when he was young after all  he became black as a wooden color.He moved back at the age of 8, he found a path to IBSH and work at Imganation sta-tion class. He enjoy the way of life, and was a happy and playful boy.

Matthew Lin
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Sophie(Sumire Yamashita) was 

born in Japan, and moved to Tai-

wan. She loves computer game, 

comic books, and drawing. She 

wants to be writer or  a comic art-

ist. Her house has parents and a 

younger brother. In the future, 

she wants to visit around the 

world, and see some UMA (Un-

identified Mysterious Animal).

Sophie 
Yamashita

Wesley Yang was born in Mountain 

View, California and soon moved to Tai-

chung briefly before finally settling in 

Hsinchu, where he is currently living 

his days normally. He has a kind nature, 

but can be extremely selfish at times, 

especially of his food. He likes to eat 

Burger King and play video games, with 

his personal favorite being the Mario-

kart series. He doesn’t like being bored 

and doing Chinese related homework. 

He wants to become a software devel-

oper and collect video games when he 

grows up. To this day, nobody knows 

why he has a huge fascination for Mario.

Wesley Yang

STAFF BIOS



Alex Liang was born in Hsinchu, Taiwan, and still lives in Hsinchu. He is not hard-working and sucks at Math and Chinese Social Stud-ies. Alex likes to play basketball, although he’s not very good at it, playing computer, and watching television. His future goal is to try and be a basketball player (If he becomes bet-ter). He has a mother, father, and no siblings. 

Alex Liang

Brian Chiang is a very rare and valuable item sold on Earth for $ ∞ and only one product of this fascinating and amazing thing was created. He was bought by the buyer of his so - called “parents”, and he now lives with them at Hsinchu, Taiwan. Brian’s interests includes video games, Basketball, music, and movies. Brian is not sure of his future goals yet, but one thing remains certain: whatever his future goal is, he will certainly be the best at it and surprise the world with his completely brilliant mind. To talk to this incredible person, all you have to do is walk to 7B and give a 1000 nt bill to him and you may talk to him for a minute. TIme is money, so you better go to 7B and do this awesome offer if you want to talk to him. “Brian is amazing, cool, and anything posi-tive you can think of, he has it!”  Anthony from IBSH exclaims.

Brian Chiang
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Victor Su was born in Cupertino, California at the 

heart of Silicon Valley. Technology was as abun-

dant as wilted grass in beautiful flowering plains. 

He found his interests were as of now photography 

and reading. He discovered his passion for reading 

was at the root of his education in first grade. His 

teachers were all very supportive of reading and it 

was fun. In Taiwan however he discovered that the 

school doesn’t promote active reading. Sure the 

teachers are like “reading is good for you,” but it 

never became fun. Why is that? Well I’ll save that 

for another story. He came to Taiwan wishing that 

he had not at first the parents said it was a great 

bilingual school but is it really? At least he doesn’t 

think so and up to now he has published 2 books 

now lying in the bookshelves of his elementary 

school the pride and joy of his education so far. 

That will conclude this brief biography of Victor Su.

Victor Su

Elizabeth Li was born in the United States. 

She moved to Taiwan at the age of 4.Elizabeth 

has been in IBSH (aka International Bilingual 

School at Hsinchu) for seven years now. Eliz-

abeth started to lose confidence in herself in 

5th grade but she didn’t give up on what she 

wants to do. She loves nature and animals a 

lot, and when she was small she told her mom 

that she wanted to marry her favorite pet dog, 

a Yorkshire terrier named Benn. Elizabeth 

also loves to draw and write stories. Eliza-

beth wants to be more confident in herself so 

she started to write stories that expresses her 

true self. During her free time, Elizabeth loves 

to chat with her sister and play with her dogs 

in the garden. She really does enjoy nature!     

Elizabeth Li

STAFF BIOS



Selina Hung was born on Earth and still lives on Earth. She likes making things. She makes arts and crafts, from bracelets to paintings. She makes delicious dishes, dish-es around the world. She can make all styles of music with all sorts of instruments. She makes all sorts of things (except complicated math related stuff). Making things became her job. When Selina has free time. She would travel around somewhere in the world to have fun and to get inspiration so to have ideas on what new things she should make next. Its traveling or playing sports or spend-ing time with animals. She is really good with animals. 

Selina Hung

Ethan James Chien was created at New York, USA. Ethan enjoys eating man-gos, watching basketball, and playing basketball. He has gone to every part of this world including America, Tai-wan, America, and finally Taiwan. He is now an IBSH student in Taiwan. He has a dad, mom, grandpa, grandma, great grandma, great grandpa, cous-ins, aunts, uncles, friends, enemies, and finally his teddy bear. Once again Ethan enjoys eating mangos and he can eat them for his daily three meals.

Ethan Chien
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POETRY CORNER: HAIKU

H
A
I
K
U

俳
句
While English writers may know the Haiku for 
its short 5-7-5 syllable lines, it should be seen 
more as a visual juxtaposition for one of the 
five seasons (fall, winter, new year, spring, and 
summer). Each haiku should contain a kigo, a 
season reference word (ex. cold, green, sun). In 
addition, each haiku should include simplisti-
cally but carefully employed contrasting images 
to highlight a discovery or emphasize a signifi-
cant aspect of a season or nature. The Virus staff 
writers merrily display their haiku creations for 
your enjoyment and study. After reading, try 
your own traditional English haku on for size. 
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White pale snow
Drifting down a hill

Covers city

- Brian Chiang

Scarf around our necks
Snowflakes float down  our noses

Warm by the fire
- Elizabeth Li

One hot summer day
I Went to lay in the sun

Swim suits everywhere

- Ethan James Chien

One hot summer day
A guy buys some more ice cream

Melts before he eats it

- Alex Liang

Dry, white, snowy plain
Everyone waits for Santa

stressful holiday

- Justin Chen

One cold winter day
One person was showered cold
With the dark side of love

- Victor Su



The new year has come
It is a new beginning

Explosions ensue

- Wesley Yang
Frosty icicle

Flowing crystals in the sky
Icy silent night

- Selina Hung
Sun lays on my back

Sand covering both of us
Sun shining above

- Matthew Lin
Pen moving up and down

Writing this useless haiku
Outside... rain hits ground

- Ben Zhang

POETRY CORNER: HAIKU
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Running in the snow
Frostbite creeping up my skin

Forgot to wear clothes

- Jacob Chen

A bright white blanket
Covers the earth without heat

The world in a fridge

- Claire Fang

The leaves are falling
Turning orange and yellow

The rain of autumn

- Leo Sun

*Background photos in this section provided by Stephen 

Red, yellow, orange
Brilliant cap of fall mountain

- Sophie Yamshita



tHE  
FUNNY
PAGES

Comic Strips



 A Teenage Perspective on Happiness  By Ben Zhang

 The Man with the Knife      By Justin Chen

 Something About Money       By Claire Fang
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Comic Strips

 Spooky Toilet       By Sophie Yamashita

 Baldie        Written by Jacob Chen Art by Matthew Lin

 Eco-Friendly Man           By Wesley Yang



 The Best Computer        By Brian Chiang

 Just Swim            By Alex Liang

 Smart              By Matthew Lin
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Comic Strips

 Cinderella vs The Audience       By Elizabeth Li

 The Billboard              By Victor Su

 Truth About Skiing            By Selina Hung



 The Faces          By Ethan Chien

20

end



Dear Me,

Writing Activities

We’re always busy writing others, but when is the 
last time you wrote to yourself? Take the time to 
pen an old-fashioned ‘thank you’ letter to yours 
truly. VIRUS staff members have shared their let-
ters for inspiration. Happy writing everyone!
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“When I Grow
 Down...”

“I would read EVERYTHING, es-

pecially books in other languages. 

This way when I grow up, I would 

be much smarter than I am now.”

 Mr. Cravak

Self-reflective WritinG

Adolescents are constant-
ly baraged with the dread-
ed “what do you want to 
be when you grow up?” 
No one bothers to inquire, 
“what would you do if you 
had a chance to be a little 
kid again.” Well the Virus is 
here to save the day and asked 
its staff that very question. 

What would you do if 
you could ‘grow down?’



“I would bite a radioactive spider and become Spider Man. Then I 
would save peo-ple and make them pay me.” - Jacob Chen

“I would play LOL, so that 

by the time I am my age, I 

will be so much better than 

my friends.”

- Ben Zhang

“I would start playing 

basketball at age 6 to 

become better and I would 

sleep whenever I could.”

     - A
lex Liang

“I will sleep a 

lot, and play 

more with my 

old friends, be-

cause I don’t 

have to study.”

 - S
ophie 

Yamashita

“I would go into forests 

to catch lizards, 

crawfish, and frogs in 

order to study them.”

     - L
eo Sun
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WHEN I GROW DOWN

“I would do any-thing in order to protect my 
family. This way I won’t regret the time when I didn’t.”

- Elizabeth 
Li

“I would buy a McDon-

ald’s Happy Meal while 

I still could.”

- Wesley Yang

“I would change my diaper 

by myself so that my par-

ents wouldn’t have as much 

white hair as they do now.”

    - E
than Chien

“I’m going to 

study a lot so I 

can play more 

right now.”

- Matthew 

Lin

“I would earn a lot 

of money so when 

I grow up I would 

have lots to spend 

on electronics and to 

open an electronics 

store.”

     - V
ictor 

Su
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“I would be 

frustrated and 

disconsolate. 

I have never 

liked Dora the 

Explorer. The 

Happy Meals 

at McDonalds 

would be a plus 

though.”
 - Claire 

Fang

“I would stay hungry 

and stay foolsih 

because Steve Jobs 

said so”

- Brian Chiang

“I would be more flexible to 

changes. That way, I would 

not be stressed out by 

middle school.”

    - J
ustin Chen

“You know how 

most of the time, 

the older sibling is 

the one who gets in 

trouble? Yeah, so I 

would grow down 

until I’m younger 

than my brother 

and... revenge.”
- Selina 

Hung



Motivational writing

BUCKET LIST 
NARRATIVES

A ‘Bucket List’ is a buffet of things you 
would like to see, do, or accomplish be-
fore you say your final farewell (kick 
the bucket). While it’s easy for us to 
create a list of seemingly ‘awesome’ 
items, it’s equally as important for us 
to understand how these future endeav-
ors will feel, look, sound, taste/smell.

If you were to check off something from 
your bucket list how would the sto-
ry go? Maybe it would be similar to 
what the Virus staff members penned . 
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“I want to taste…a drop of 
water from the Nile River.”

 In Egypt, the Nile River is known as 
the “dirty” river, but does it mean that it’ll 
just stay that way? Why can’t it be known 
as the “clean” river? We can be clean, 
animals can be clean, everything can be 
clean, but why hasn’t the Nile River been 
clean for years? Can’t the water pollution 
stop? Is the ancient Nile River really dirty?
 The story begins in a poor village in 
ancient Egypt, where the villagers were 
really poor. Every one of them had a big 
smile on their face, until one day, when a 
villager suddenly died of an unknown dis-
ease. Then a significant change sudden-
ly occurred in the village. Every villager 
was unhappy about what had happened. 
According to one villager, this village had 
changed, and people will die without even 
knowing what happened. But One day, 
a little boy named Chris, whose mother 

By Elizabeth Li
was about to die, cried and begged god 
to save his mother everyday in front of the 
Nile River. One day, Chris had a dream 
about a woman standing in front of him. 
The woman told Chris, “Chris, I will make 
your wish come true. In order to save your 
mother’s life, go to the Nile River and get 
some of the water there with a cup. Tell 
your mother to drink it and you will see the 
results. Farewell kind child.” The woman 
smiled and disappeared. After that Chris 
woke from his dream and he ran to the 
Nile River and did everything the woman 
in his dream told him to do. Day passed by 
until one day his mother suddenly recov-
ered from the unknown disease. Months 
passed, and the village returned back to 
normal every villager had a big smile on 
their face, and every one of them lived hap-
pily, including Chris and his mom. The End

Horse Back Riding
  “Woah, woah, woah! Slow down! No, 
wait, stop! Stop! Help! Someone stop this horse!”
 I’m in vaulting class, TRYING to do what my coach is 
telling me to do, when all of a sudden, I lost my balance. I 
kicked the horse and the horse took off. Finally, when my coach 
stopped the horse, I let go of everything and fell to the ground. 
That was so scary. I was literally hanging from the side of the 
horse. “Take a break first. We’ll try again later,” my coach said. 
 Okay, start with a simple trot…...calm down…...
bring your feet up…...kneel…...now stand up…...slow-
ly……   YES!!!  I DID IT!!  Ooops! Bet-
ter not jinx it before I get off the horse smoothly!

By Selina Hung



Bucket List Narratives

England

 I have always wanted to go to En-
gland for this summer, but looks like my 
boss just ruined my plan. There is still two 
weeks until the end of my summer vaca-
tion, and my boss sent me to Ireland for 
two weeks. I am very happy and very an-
gry when I heard this. First, I am happy 
because Ireland is right next to England, 
but then I am sad because I do not have 
any time since I have a meeting every sin-
gle day for two weeks. And after the two 
weeks, I will have to come back to work 
since summer vacation is over. Today, I 
took the taxi to the airport and five hours 
later, I am on the plane. An hour before ar-
riving at Ireland, an announcement broke 
out that the plane has ran out of fuel and 
is gonna crash land. The site where the 
plane will crash is still uncertain, so the 
plane may crash on land. After the an-
nouncement, pandemonium broke out. 
People were crying while hugging their 
family members, and those who don’t 

By Brian Chiang
have family members on the plane started 
to text or e-mail the scene to their families, 
telling them their last words. I stayed calm. 
Then suddenly, the plane dropped straight 
down. Everything was a mess, while the 
plane spun and spun. I got ready to break 
the window, and just when we could just 
see the ground, I kicked at the window as 
hard as I can and jumped out, using all of 
my bags as a cushion for the drop out. I 
landed on an apartment building’s swim-
ming pool, and I had just a glimpse of the 
plane catching fire and hitting the ground, 
the explosion so big it shook the building. 
I shouted out in joy. I had survived, and 
I did something so heroic that even Su-
perman would have been impressed. And 
not only that. My boss was so glad that 
I was alive that he gave me a two week 
tour trip in England. Then I noticed. I had 
landed on a apartment in England, and 
so this was the happiest day of my life!. 
 

Mangos
 One day I accidentally dropped an ex-
tra sugar molecule to my experiment and I 
figured that my experiment turns out to be 
mango’s DNA. So that means I get to com-
pose and plant mangoes whenever I want and 
in a cheap price. So I kept making mangoes 
and eating them. Days after days, I was ad-
dicted to mangoes, I was eating them for my 
daily three meals without any regret. Some-
times I also make mango juice or mango ice 
cream, or anything that contains mango.

By Ethan CHien
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The Sound of 
Dirt

 I’ve been sitting on the dirt for a 
while now. Every time someone walked 
by, I either wasn’t paying attention or I 
was asleep. Someone is coming. This 
time, I will be prepared. I eyed him close-
ly. Seems heavy enough. Slowly jogging 
through the rain. The chance of stepping 
close to me is pretty high. I’ve got this.
 As he approached, I put my ear as 
close to the ground as possible without 
touching the wet dirt. Coming, coming, 
coming, and MUSH! “Mush” is not a very 
good description of the sound, but it’s 
as close as I can get. The jogger turned 
around briefly and stared at me weird-
ly, then continued running. One more 
thing off my bucket list. Great success!
 

By Jacob Chen

Gambling in 
Vegas

  “My mom is gonna kill me,” I 
thought. I had just gambled off my en-
tire life savings. “Would you like to play 
another round of blackjack sir?”, the 
dealer asked. Desperately, I wanted to 
play more, but I was out of money. Well, 
If I’m out of money, I might as well bor-
row money and gamble more, right? Af-
ter borrowing more money from the man 
next to me, I sat down, orderered some 
champagne, and began to gamble again. 
 “Whoo! Blackjack!” I yelled as I 
raked in my winnings. Maybe it would 
be enough to pay off what I owe. I start-
ed going on a winning streak, and think-
ing about what I was going to buy with 
the money. Suddenly, before I was 
about to leave, the man I owed money 
to walked over. “I believe that is mine”. 

By Ben Zhang

Visiting Spain
 I’m walking beautiful road. There is a beau-
tiful tree on the side of road. I cross the road, 
and found a strangely shaped building. I found it!
 Today, I came here to go Dali museum. 
I love Dali from when I was elementary school 
student. His art is like another world, and fan-
tastic! I entered the museum, and walk around.
There is many arts that I’ve never seen at an-
other museum, all of those are beautiful, and 
colorful. But I had one problem. I can’t un-
derstand what is writing at board, that writ-
ing what that art is! So I memorized and take 
note what are in the board, and translated it 
at hotel. It was so difficult, but I’m so satisfied.

By Sophie Yamashita



Bucket List Narratives

Card Collecting

  One random day, while I was mind-
ing my own random business, a huge 
truck came over and dumped a whole load 
of cards into my house. At first thought, I 
was like: “What the heck?” but then I re-
membered, it was my dream to collect 
expensive cards and for some strange 
reason, it came true! I quickly thanked 
Santa for the early (or rather late) Christ-
mas present. The next thought that came 
into my mind was: “What should I do with 
these cards?” I quickly logged onto my 
awesome brand-new Windows XP com-
puter and checked Amazon for the pric-
es of the cards I received from Santa. I 
learned that a lot of the cards were col-
lector’s edition and that I should keep 

By Justin Chen
them somewhere safe. With the thought 
in mind, I went to 7-11 and bought a big 
cardboard box for only one dollar (how 
convenient, right?) and carried it home. 
When I opened my door, I was swept off 
my feet by an avalanche of cards. After 
an hour of sorting, cleaning, and label-
ing, I decided that I would rather settle 
for money, so I sold the cards for a huge 
amount of money to a hobo on the streets 
(don’t ask me how he got the money). I 
then went to Target and bought a reason-
able amount of cards. I was happy, Santa 
was happy, 7-11 was happy because they 
had one less box to throw out, Target was 
happy, and the hobo was happy too. 

Area 51

 Officially a military training base in 
Nevada, unofficially the focus of more ru-
mors than there are fish in the sea or peo-
ple in China. Most include aliens, radioac-
tive monsters, dangerous secrets that the 
government wishes to keep hidden. And 
now, I’m part of that government, head-
ing towards what could possibly be one of 
the deadliest places on Earth. I should be 
scared; frightened out of my wits-I’m only 
an ambassador with no fighting capabili-
ties whatsoever after all. Instead, I’m ex-
cited: to see what could lurk behind those 
high walls, what sort of spectacles dwell 
just out of public sight. Besides, I’m in a 
highly armored CIA vehicle-only, now that 

By Claire Fang
I’m peering at the car’s door, I see that it 
seems to just be an ordinary van with the 
CIA’s logo painted on its side. And now 
its stopping right at a deep, deep, ditch. 
Thankfully, the door is unlocked. Leap-
ing out into the scorching desert, I hear 
gunshots behind me. I trip over an un-
seen rock and soon I’m tumbling down, 
barely saved by the tiniest of slopes. As 
I pick myself up to continue my escape, 
I notice that in front of me is a tunnel in-
nocently labeled “Mining Shaft 42,” which 
upon further inspection leads right to Area 
51. Well, now is as good a time as any 
to embark upon my very special tour.  
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The Dream Journey: 
Easter Island

  One day, Alex wanted to go live on an island 
with gigantic heads with eyes the size of plates and 
pointy noses staring at him. Alex didn’t know why he 
wanted that, but after thinking, he went on the ship.
 He saw the first heads as he stepped on to the 
sandy beach. Alex went to one of the heads and ex-
amined to see if there were boogers in the humon-
gous nostrils on the gigantic stone head. Check out 
if there’s really lava in the head, just like in Minecraft. 
Then, Alex said,“I’m going to bury my body under the 
ground and leave my head on the ground, so I can be 
a part of the magnificent island!”After that, Alex be-
came a head beside the other heads on Easter Island.

By Alex Liang

The Northern Lights

 One day, Wesley had a whim. He wanted to 
see the Northern Lights. He asked his mom if he 
could go to the Arctic, but she gave him a vehe-
ment “NO!”. Poor Wesley was out of ideas. Then 
he had a sudden epiphany. Devious Wesley struck 
a sneaky pact with his accomplice, Justin, who 
devised a scheme to stow away on a plane. The 
plane proceeded to take off. Long story short, the 
whole thing was a total fiasco because Justin made 
a absentminded error and inadvertently sent Wes-
ley on the plane to Afghanistan instead. Wesley 
had to abort the flight and forcefully make the pi-
lot do a 180 to the Arctic. It wasn’t easy. He final-
ly arrived some time later. He was about to real-
ize his dream when he realized the Northern Lights 
had just ended. “@#$%^&*?!!!!1!!” said Wesley. 
 Well… better luck next time.

By Wesley Yang



The 
Last 

Entry
Students look to the 
future at the end of a 

successful and happy life 
and share their most 
endearing thoughts on 
their last day on earth. 
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The Last Entry 
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The Last Entry 
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The Last Entry 
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The Last Entry 
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Claire Fang





By Ben 
Zhang
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HOW 
TO ENJOY 

LIFE

Leo:
play

drums

Alex:
play 

basketball

Wesley:
play video

games

Matthew:
smile at 

everything

Justin:
be 

optimistic

Ben:
ride roller 
coasters

Jacob:
have low 

expectations

Ethan:
eat mangos

Sophie:
read 

comics

Claire:
surf the 

web

Victor:
play on the 
computer

Selina:
wear 
pink

Mr. Cravak:
laugh at 

everything

Elizabeth:
play with 
animals

Brian:
watch mov-

ies 



ANTARCTIC ENDA

Antarctica: Endangered Species

Beluga
Scientific Name: Delphinapter-
us leucas
Other Names / Subspecies: 
White Whale
Areas Where Listed As En-
dangered: Asia, Europe, North 
America, Oceanic

Hooded seal
Scientific Name: Cystophora 
cristata
Areas Where Listed As Endan-
gered: Asia, Central America, 
Europe, North America, Oce-
anic, South America

Indo-pacific Hump-backed 
Dolphin
Scientific Name: Sousa chin-
ensis
Other Names / Subspecies: 
Chinese White Dolphin 
Areas Where Listed As Endan-
gered: Africa, Asia, Australia, 
Middle East, Oceanic, South 
America
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Blue Whale
Scientific Name: Balaenoptera 
musculus
Other Names / Subspecies: 
Northern, Southern, Pygmy
Areas Where Listed As Endan-
gered: Oceans

Finback whale
Scientific Name: Balaenoptera 
physalus
Other Names / Subspecies: 
Common Rorqual
Group: Mammals
Areas Where Listed As Endan-
gered: Oceans

Sperm Whale
Scientific Name: Physeter 
macrocephalus
Other Names / Subspecies:
Cachelot, Pot Whale, Sperma-
cet Whale, Physeter catodon
Areas Where Listed As Endan-
gered: Oceans



Hotels:

Forbidden Lands Reviews

Forbidden 
Tourism

Desert
Some may consider the 
above two hotels as be-
ing lethal and inhabited 
by colossal nightmarish 
monsters, not to men-

tion extremely unsafe heights and water hazards mild-
ly chilly. If so, we present the Southern Desert’s ring of 
stones special lodging with temperatures high enough 
to fry eggs and then burn them plenty of sunlight and a 
vicious sky serpent with a sharp beak that enjoys skew-
ering visitors or pretending to be docile, then careening 
off into the air in order to drop them to the ground below 
five-star air show-WHATEVER YOU DO DON’TToW-
wOIhAshNKDkldfhkKDjnsdsaasdfddddddddd

The Shrine of 
Worship
The largest in the hotel 
chain Shrines of Wor-
ship, this hotel is by far 
the most luxurious boast-
ing of crumbling historical 
architecture and statues 

and its very own 2 feet deep swimming pool. There are 
absolutely no dead women on altars or morally ambiguous 
gods that manifest in a giant beam of light here, regard-
less of any visual or auditory evidence that may appear.

Arena
For those who prefer out-
door camping trips, wel-
come to the Arena hotel! 
Exposed to freezing rain 
and wind Has free show-
ers and air conditioning, 
as well as a highly danger-

ous drop of 40 feet down to a frigid lake simply wonder-
ful sauna and spa service! Please disregard the colossus 
with a thirst for bloodshed large statue if it begins to at-
tempt to murder you with its massive stone shaft move.

Malus
This will probably be the final time I get to tell the truth 
about this place. First off, it’s called the Forbidden Lands 
for a reason. I didn’t think I’d have the time to explain about 
the Colossi last time I broke in, but I think I’ll have an hour 
or so now. The whole place is poisonous. Sure, the fruit and 
animals, upon consumption, will increase your strength 
and endurance to inhuman levels, at the price of making 
you inhuman. 
Some of the Co-
lossi look pretty 
human, because 
they used to be. 
Those that are 
more animalistic 
have been here 
for millennia. 
This one, at the 
top, called Ma-
lus, is a quite re-
cent arrival, hav-
ing been here for 
about five cen-
turies. It used 
to be a traveling 
priest who end-
ed up getting lost 
in this land and 
eventually be-
came possessed 
by the malevolent god Dormin. If you find this pamphlet 
while inside this toxic “tourist resort,” DO NOT TRAVEL 
TO THE GATE AT THE SOUTH. That is where it lives. 
See those glowing rings on its arms? Those aren’t just for 
show. They can fire bolts of energy that put grenades and 
missiles to shame. Don’t become lured by the promise of 
the coast behind it. It knows nothing but rage at whoev-
er manages to remain uncorrupted. Just because its feet 
were bolted to the ground by an amazingly brave group 
of adventurers long ago does not mean one can pass 
by with impunity. It can fire one bolt per thirty seconds. 
Even if you manage to get close enough to it so that it 
can’t fire at you anymore, its core is molten and has killed 
many a traveler from sheer heat. To those of you who are 
lucky enough to not be here, please, just keep it that way.
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Lands 
Resort

Valus
This cute and fluffy gentle giant GIGANTIC MINOTAUR THAT CAN’T BE 
patrols a peaceful plateau covered with its favorite food HUMAN FLESH 
fresh green THE SOULS OF THE DEAD grass. It uses its enormous 
strength (300 horsepower) to SMASH PEOPLE WITH ITS UNBREAK-
ABLE TREE-SIZED HAMMER FORGED FROM MATERIALS THAT 
SHOULD NOT EXIST carry around visitors to the best sightseeing spots. 
Perfectly personable and friendly, this colossus, although rather slow, al-
ways does its best to help others. Its armor has been specially broken in 
such a way as to allow patrons to perch on it in order to take pictures from 
an aerial angle, as well as enjoy the wonderful view from Valus’s high 
abode nestled in the mountains. During the winter, customers can cuddle 
up in his warm fur as it takes them to ski lifts and our very own McDonalds 
fast food store. When left alone, it enjoys doing laps around its home and 
birdwatching. If one should encounter human flesh in his area, rest as-
sured that this great colossus is absolutely not murderous and will definite-
ly not attempt to smash you with his hammer-shaped teddy bear. In fact, 
we actually have a drugstore right under a cliff near his area. If one should 
even see human flesh, please just drop right down to get some pills for 
schizophrenia-sfanklwielh;sadkkkkkkkk Thank goodness, I managed to 
hack through the system. For those of you reading this, DO NOT COME 
TO THIS RESORT. I repeat, UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD 
YOU EVEN GET WITHIN FIFTY FEET OF THE FORBIDDEN LANDS. 
THIS ENTIRE PLACE IS POPULATED BY COLOSSAL HALF-ANIMAL 
HALF-MACHINE HYBRIDS WHO ENJOY KILLING AND ATTACK ON 

SIGHT. TO MAKE MY POINT CLEAR, THIS “CUTE AND FLUFFY GENTLE GIANT,” ALTHOUGH CONFINED TO 
HIS SPACE IN THE MOUNTAINS, CANNOT BE DEFEATED BY ANY HUMAN, OLD OR YOUNG, WOMAN OR MAN. 
SPEED, SMARTS, STRENGTH, ALL WILL BE IN VAIN. IT CAN KILL IN ONE BLOW. ITS ROARS CAN KNOCK 
DOWN  THE TALLEST OF TREES. YOU CAN SEE THAT IT RESEMBLES A BULL OR A MINOTAUR. THAT DOES 
NOT ONLY APPLY TO ITS APPEARANCE. IT CAN AND WILL CHARGEtheioawjfdshoherlhfldkmckljsfdlkdkddddddddd

Hydrus
We apologize for problems with the formatting of this travel bro-
chure, Rest assured, we shall soon publish a new edition with 
more info and less meddling by our competitors. The offender has 
been...taken care of, and will no longer be messing with this arti-
cle ever again. Hydrus, our resident sea serpent, works as our fer-
ry service. It can reach speeds of up to a hundred miles per hour, 
though while transporting visitors it moves much more leisurely to 
allow them to take photos of the stunning scenery of its lake. One 
can jump down from the platform shown in the above photo onto 
its back for a ride to remember around this beautiful area. The or-
ange spines on its back, despite ridiculous allegations that they 
are used for lethally electrocuting others, are in fact LED lights 
to allow nighttime customers to find their way around. Special-

By Claire 
Fang



Reptiles

THE     MOST      TAME      
REPTILES

By Selina 
Hung

These reptiles get 

their 
name be-

cause of a behav-

ior where they can 

puff out and darken 

the skin under their 

throats, which looks 

like a beard. Beard-

ed dragons are liz-

ards indigenous to Australia. Their habitats include 

woodlands, savannas, and deserts. It i
s not uncom-

mon to find them basking in branches, on stumps, 

or on rocks during the morning. They are omnivores, 

so they eat from things like insects to vegetation.

Bearded Dragons

Scientific Name: Pogona

They are called ‘Ball Pythons’ because, when fright-

ened, they coil around their head and into a ball. Ball 

pythons are natives to Western and West-Central Af-

rica and prefer to live in areas of mixed grassland and 

trees(savanna). These animals are nocturnal and are 

threatened species. They hunt at night and during 

the day, they hide 

in underground ro-

dent burrows and 

or termite mounds. 

They eat mostly ro-

dents and will also 

eat small birds.

Ball Python

Scientific Name: Python regius

The name ‘corn 

snake’ comes from 

the similarity of the 

markings on the bel-

ly to the checkered 

pattern of kernels 

of maize or Indian 

corn. Corn snakes 

may be found in 

wooded groves, rocky hillsides, meadowlands, wood-

lots, barnes, and abandoned buildings. Young hatch-

lings tend to feed on lizards and tree frogs, while adults 

feed on larger prey, such as mice, rats, birds, and bats.

Corn Snake

Scientific Name Pantherophis guttatus  

guttatus

The natural habit of the savannah monitor os 

the grassy plains(savannas) of Africa. They 

have great tools to help them find food or protect 

themselves from predators such as powerful 

tails, powerful jaws, and thick and pebbly skin 

with scales. They spend most of their time bask-

ing in the sun, burrowing in the soil, and 

eating. They feed on prey such as ro-dents, small-er lizards, and insects.

Savannah Monitor

Scientific Name: Varanus Salvator
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Water monitors, 

as their name sug-

gests, are rarely 

found far from water, 

they have no trou-

ble swimming long 

distances, and they 

spend their nights in 

the water. These an-

imals are carnivores so they will eat anything they 

think they can consume depending on their size. 

They feed on birds, eggs, small mammals, fish, small-

er lizards, frogs, snakes, crabs, insects, and more. 

Water Monitor

Scientific Name: Varanus Salvator

Uros are found 

throughout the arid 

regions of north 

western India down 

to the Sahara in 

Africa. They are 

naturally occurring 

in rocky outcrops 

and burrow sever-

al feet below the surface during the hottest portions 

of the day to decrease body temperature as well as 

increase humidity. Uros are strict herbivores. They 

mainly eat leafy greens such as dandelion greens, 

turnip greens, mustard greens, etc. They might 

also eat a bit of yellow, orange, and red vegetables.

Uromastyx Lizards
Scientific Name: Uromastyx aegyptius

Leopard geckos are nocturnal lizards found in desert 

environments in Afghanistan, iran, Pakistan, and oth-

er parts of India. They lack adhesive lamella and have 

tiny claws instead which gives an advantage in sandy 

environments. This also prevents them from climb-

ing up surfaces so they primarily live on the ground. 

Leopard geckos are unique from other geckos be-

cause they have eyelids so they can blink and close their eyes.(most geckos rely on licking their eyes to keep them clean)

Leopard Gecko
Scientific Name: Eublepharis macularius

When threatened, blue tongue 

skinks open their bright pink 

mouths wide, hiss, and stick out 

their big blue tongues to scare 

away predators. Because of their 

short legs their short legs, they 

are not able to dig their own bur-

Blue Tongue Skink
Scientific Name: Tiliqua

Boa constrictors are easily identified by their red 

pattern coloration on the end of their tail. Their 

red tails grow to be 8 to10 feet in length and can 

weigh about 50 pounds full grown. Red tailed 

boas are native to Brazil and nearby areas where 

the spend 
time in rain 

forests and 
l o w l a n d s 

and 
are 

considered 
modera te-

ly arbore-
al. 

They 
eat fuzzies, and as they grow older, they 

will eat mice, then rats, and when they 

reach adulthood, they will be eating rabbits.

Red Tailed Boa

Scientific Name: Boa constrictor

rows and tend to live in burrows 

made by other animals, in hol-

low hogs or in leaf litter. These 

animals are omnivores and 

their diet should be about 60% 

plant and 40% animal matter. 



Monster Parade: 

Tsukumogami is a monster which is the result of 
when  an old thing obtains a soul. Most of them 
are instruments, or goods that are needed in life.
Tsukumogami is original for personification of things, 
and have  a strong connection to animism in Japan.

Tsukumogami

The fox is  a kind of monster 
or god in China and Japan.
Generally, foxes have nine 
tails appear when  a good 
king is ruling country.
But they also have bad image too. 
Many books say how Dájǐ and 
Tamamono Mae (both are evil wom-
en in historical stories) are foxes.
In animation, foxes are usu-
ally beautiful men or wom-
en with tail and pointy ears.

Fox

Mythology



By Sophie 
Yamashita

East & West

The vampire is an Euro-
pean monster that sucks 
the blood of humans.
They have many weak points such 
as running water, sunlight, garlic, 
and the cross. But some ways are 
not effective for some characters.
In fiction, most of them are good-
looking people with pointed 
teeth, white skin, and bat wings. 

The werewolf is an European 
monster that looks like a hu-
man in daytime, and becomes 
a wolf during fullmoon at night.
Most of them are ferocious 
and violent, and full of fur.

Vampire

Werewolf
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XXArray 3-D imaging Device
 The Nikon Powered XXArray is linked to 68 cam-
eras that fire at the same time to compose a 3D image 
of the subject. Which is then transferred to a 3D render-
ing software. The software allows users to place them-
selves in a 3D video game or should I say the oculus rift?

The Oculus Rift
 “Thirty years after virtual-reality goggles 
and immersive virtual worlds made their de-
but, the technology finally seems poised for 
widespread use.”(MIT Technology Review)
 The Oculus Rift is the first 3D gaming console 
that makes it as though you were in the game. 

It has received more than 91 million dollars in venture funding. The company 
and founder of Oculus VR was bought by the big social network Facebook. Thats 
right folks those who dreamed of living in an online social world its now possible. 

Privacy
 Now you must be thinking what kind of a ti-
tle is privacy? Well in the 21st century it is basi-
cally non-existent with the government being able 
to spy on you at anytime. (aka. Edward Snowden) 
Well some companies have developed a smart 
phone for the modern age. On January twenty first 
all of the protestants in Kiev received a message on 
their phones declaring  “Dear subscriber, you are 
registered as a participant in a mass disturbance.” 
 “Widely presumed to have been sent from Yanukovych’s security appa-
ratus to all phones in the protest zone, the message was a stark reminder of 
how mobile phones can be used for surveillance.”(MIT Technology Review)
 Phil Zimmerman a cryptologist was sought by a Kiev protester in search of crypto 
software that prevents hacking or spying on your data. The company silent eyes was the 
software provider now they have made a phone called the Blackphone which runs Pri-
vatOS a secure encrypted version of Android which allows for privacy on your phones.

By Victor Su
Tech 

Previe
w

Tech Preview
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2.) Call for the video game truck! 
Be sure to ask them to include Ma-
rio, as well as educational games 
too! Don’t want to get into trou-
ble that much… The quadrangle 
is a nice place to put the truck!

By Justin Chen

1.) Order a pizza! What is your 
favorite flavor? Cheese, pep-
peroni, combo, or some bi-
zarre flavors? Like fish or octo-
pus? And also rent a movie to 
go with the pizza!!! How’s that?

3.) Sprinkle sugar, pepper, 
confetti, salt, or whatever 
you want onto the fans on a 
hot summer day. (pennies on 
the fans would also be nice)

Busting 

Boredom

Ev
er

 fe
lt b

ored during math? Here are some solutions!!



Cartoon Characters

Our Favorite 
CartoON

Characters
By Alex Liang

Homer Simpson is created and designed by the cartoon-
ist Matt Groening. Matt Groening named the character af-
ter his father, Homer Groening. Homer is crude, bald, lazy, 
fat and ignorant. Everyone who watches “The Simpsons” 
knows that Homer is dumb and his catchphrase, which 
he says when he injures himself, done something stu-
pid, or when something bad is going to happen is “D’oh!”

Spongebob Squarepants is created and de-
signed by the marine biologist Stephen Hil-
lenburg. Spongebob is a cheerful, optimistic, 
naïve, and enthusiastic yellow sponge. He 
is the fry cook at the “Krusty Krab”, a local 
fast food restaurant. He is bad at “boat driv-
ing” and fails every driving tests. He is often 
found hanging out with his friend, Patrick.

Mickey Mouse  created by Walt Disney and is a fun-
ny animal cartoon character. He is also the mas-
cot of The Walt Disney Company. Mickey Mouse 
Officially debuted in the short film “Steamboat 
Willie”. Mickey Mouse is recognised by his red 
shorts and his white, and sometimes yellow, big 
buttons. He also wears big yellow shoes and white 
gloves. He is forgetful, but extremely imaginative.



Ways to Stop

1. The first step is to figure out when 
and why you bite your nails, crack your 
knuckles, or engage in any other bad habit

2.Change your environment, next is to analyze 
the data and look at what your usual triggers are.

3. Once you realize when and why you are bit-
ing your nails, cracking your knuckles, or en-
gaging in any other bad habit, get a tem-
porary or permanent replacement for it.

How Bad Habits form? 
Habits are developed through frequent repetition and re-
inforcement  and are links between a stimulus and a re-
sponse. Most of our habits were formed during our for-
mative years and were passed down from our parents.

By Ethan Chien
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The Art of Trolling
By Jacob Chen

Introduction
The art of trolling is something very hard to master. Few of us 
can troll well. Especially me. A lot of us, I know, are always look-
ing for ways to troll people. Sometimes it works, sometimes it 
doesn’t. But, I have found “The Ultimate Troll.” Works best for 
sixth to eighth graders. Enjoy.

The Ultimate Troll
What you will need:
a model of your friend’s electronic, preferably a computer
your friend’s permission to go to their house
a weapon, preferably a hammer
Steps:
Find your friend’s electronic and hide it somewhere.
Get your model of the electronic and put it in place.
Tell your friend to come.
Retrieve your weapon from your clothes, like a boss.
Hold your weapon over your friend’s electronic. 
As your friend starts screaming, tell him you will not do it if your friend gives you a 
large sum of money.
Even if your friend says he or she will give you the money, smash your friend’s elec-
tronic anyways.
Just as your friend go gets his or her mommy, clean up the pieces of your model 
and put your friend’s actual electronic in place.
Try not to laugh when your friend cries out in disbelief and he or she gets scolded by 
his or her mom for lying.

Conclusion
I hope I have helped you in some way about the art of 
trolling. May you be successful in your future trolls. Peace. 
Out. By the way, this article is a troll.

Trolling
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Daniel Radcliffe, actor of Harry Potter, actually 
thought Justin Bieber was a woman singing. “I only heard Jus-
tin Bieber for the first time two weeks ago,” Radcliffe told MTV 
News. “I genuinely thought it was a woman singing. I’d never 
heard it before. Is it big in England yet?” Learn more on you-
tube “Daniel Radcliffe Mistakes Justin Bieber For A Woman.”

Tom Hiddleston, originally auditioned for act-
ing as Thor (which went to Chris Hemsworth), but the movie 
bosses were said to be so impressed with him that they him 
the role of acting for Thor’s baddie brother Loki instead.

Halle Berry, an American actress and fashion model 
was named after a department store called the Maria Halle 
Berry in Cleveland, Ohio. Halle is a very famous actress who 
won the Academy Award for Best Actress in 2002, becoming 
the only African American descent to win an Oscar for a lead-
ing role. She was also the most paid actress in Hollywood in 
the 2000’s. 

Leighton Meester was an American actor and 
singer. Leighton’s mother was serving prison sentence for 
smuggling marijuana when she gave birth to Leighton. After 
she was born, she was raised by her grandmother. Leighton 
stirred in the television series Gossip Girls and has various 
soundtracks and has collaborated with several artists.
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 In 2012, many franchises were 
making the jump into the 3DS era. How-
ever, Game Freak decided to release 
one last pair of games on the DS be-
fore it became discontinued for good.
 Unlike any other games, Pokemon 
Black & White 2 are direct sequels. Usual-
ly an enhanced third version comes after 
the primary paired versions, but they opted 
for a second pair of games this time, which 
is odd. So, are there any new legend-
aries? Well, the answer’s yes and no. In 
these games, you have the option to fuse 
Kyurem with Zekrom (B2) or Reshiram 
(W2). The result is Black/White Kyurem. 
I think this whole fusion thing is terri-
ble idea and they should’ve made some 
brand new legendaries for these games.
 Pokemon Black & White 2 expands 
greatly on almost everything in Black 
& White 1. New locations, new charac-
ters, new design 
choices, new 
gym leaders, new 
remixes, new 
features, and a 
new story. There 
is a lot more to 
explore in these 
games than their 
predecessors. I 
myself still ha-
ven’t explored 
and maxed out 
everything in the 

Pokemon Black 2 

Video Game Review



By  Wesley  
  Yang

& White 2 Review
game even after owning it for an year.
 The games are also a lot more effi-
cient than previous games. Certain shops 
make EV training a breeze. IV breeding used 
to be tedious, but now there are a handful 
of items and services this time to speed 
things up. Don’t get it wrong, IV breeding is 
still tedious, but not much as older games. 
The Pokedex is massive, and you’d se-
riously have no life if you caught ‘em all. 
As such, Pokemon Black & White 2 is the 
perfect game to build your ultimate team.
 The soundtrack is great, but not 
amazing. Some tracks like the Skyar-
row bridge and the Driftveil City theme 
immediately pop into my head when 
on the topic of these games. Other 
tracks such as the Virbank City and Col-
ress battle theme are pretty forgettable. 
 In conclusion, Pokemon Black & 
White 2 is an awesome game and is a must-

buy for anyone 
who owns a DS. 
While it is lack-
ing freshness, 
all the new 
places to ex-
plore more than 
make up for it. 
These games 
aren’t superior 
to classics such 
as Emerald, but 
it’s still a very 
fine attempt.
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